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Dahlias
that Give
Satisfaction

WALKER'S DAHLIA GARDENS
NORTH DIGHTON, MASSACHUSETTS
TERMS AND GUARANTEE

All Dahlias are guaranteed to be true to name and will grow if given reasonable care and suitable location. We give no warranty, express or implied as to description, quality, productiveness, or, are we in any way, responsible for your crop.

The prices in the catalog on Dahlias include free delivery by Parcel Post or Express to all points in United States.

We advise that you place your order as early as possible.

Be sure to write your name and address very plainly.

All quotations in this catalog are for divisions from field-grown roots. We grow Dahlias but do not ship Dahlia Plants.

WALKER DAHLIA GARDENS
North Dighton, Mass.

PERENNIALS

DIGITALIS (Foxglove). Roots and plants, Doz. $2.00
DELEPHINUM (Larkspur) Grandiflorum. Doz. $1.50
HARDY PLOX, named or mixed varieties. Doz. $1.50
SWEET WILLIAM, mixed varieties. Doz. $1.00
HARDY CHRANTHEMUMS, 25 varieties. Doz. $2.00
SHRUBS AND EVERGREENS. Prices on application.

SINGLE TUBERS MAKE MUCH BETTER PLANTS
NOVELTIES

ALEXANDER POPE (Hyb. Cac.). Beautiful Crimson, each $2.00

BEAU BRUMMEL (Dec.). Royal Purple, each $1.50

BLUE BIRD (Dec.). Deep lilac, each $1.00

COPPER KING (Dec.). Copper reverse red, each $1.50

CITY OF LAWRENCE (Dec.). Pale Yellow, each $2.00

EAGLE ROCK (Cac.). Yellow shaded pink, each $1.50

ELITE GLORY (Dec.). Radiant red, each $1.50

JANE COWL (Dec.). Bronze buff, each $3.00

OUR COUNTRY (Dec.). Purple tipped white, each $1.50

SUNRISE GEM (Dec.). Large pink and primrose, each $1.50

WATCHING SUNRISE (Dec.). Golden suffused pink, each $1.50

THE LEXINGTON (Hyb. Cac.). Beautiful blended pink, each $1.00

UNCLE SAM (Peony). Orange buff, each $1.00

THE SHOWMAN (Dec.). Deep rose pink, each $2.50

GENERAL LIST

$1.25 each; Set of 5 for $4.00

CHEROSIS (Dec.). A large pure clear yellow, petals tipped white. A striking flower.

HERALD TRIBUNE (Dec.). Very large pure white; flowers on long stiff stems.

MARY WEIGAND (Dec.). Large creamy white, each petal tipped or striped cherry red.

PEQUOIT (Cac.). Large white splashed and striped with carmine and purple.

SISKIYOU (Dec.). Large pink, tinted mauve.

$1.00 each; Set of 5 for $3.75

JERSEY BEAUTY (Dec.). Large pure pink, flowering on long stiff stems.

JERSEY RADIANT (Dec.). Beautiful large orange.

RADIO (Dec.). A large blood-red, edged and tipped yellow, on long stems.

WUNOHKE WONDER (Dec.). A large rose purple, overlaid carmine, with pink markings.

IMP. SETTING SUN (Dec.). Crimson red, tipped and splashed yellow and old gold.
75c each; Set of 9 for $5.00

CAMBRIA (Dec.). Very pleasing shade of pink; flowers on long straight stems.

EARL WILLIAMS (Dec.). Brilliant crimson, with white and carmine through each petal.

ELLINOR VANDEVEER (Dec.). Rose pink; flowers large and erect.

JERSEY JEWELL (Dec.). Large medium pink.

LADY BOUNTIFUL (Dec.). Large buff tipped white, overlaid orange, very pretty.

MODELLA (Hyb. Cac.). Primrose overlaid a beautiful shade of salmon.

MARSHALL BOYNTON (Peony). An extra large red and yellow; flowers erect on straight stems.

WIZARD OF OZ (Dec.). Pure amber pink, overlaid old rose, tinted to white.

TRENTONIAN (Dec.). Coppery bronze, blended and shaded old gold and amber.

60c each; Any 12 for $5.50

E. P. O’CONNOR (Dec.). Purple, blending to lilac rose.

MRS. ASHLEY LOWE (Dec.). Salmon Pink, base of petals splashed yellow.

NORA PICTORIS (Hyb. Cac.). Yellow, shadings of rose.

OLD ROSE (Dec.). A very clear old rose.

HALVELLA, (Dec.). A large charming rose pink.

GRIZZLEY (Dec.). A very large flower of deep maroon.

HARVEST SUNSET (Hyb. Cac.). Large salmon pink. Petals incurved and twisted.

HONOLULU GIRL (Dec.). Beautiful old rose, overlaid yellow, tinted carmine.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS (Dec.). Yellow, splashed, and striped with brilliant scarlet.

JOHN H. SLOCOMBE (Dec.). Deep red suffused with a velvety sheen.

JUNIOR (Dec.). Pure lavender pink. The flowers when fully out look like a large water lily.

KALIF (Hybrid Cactus). The best bright scarlet, large cactus dahlia. Flowers on long stiff stems.

KITTIE DUNLAP (Dec.). Has the lovely color of the American Beauty rose. Flowers large on long stiff stems, of perfect formation.

LADY BETTY (Dec.). A creamy white, with a pink suffusion spread over the flower.

MARIPOSA (Hyb. Cactus). Pink mixed with lavender and white.
Dahlias That Bloom

MRS. I. DE VER WARNER (Dec.). Extra large deep mauve pink; a profuse bloomer.
PAPILLON (Hyb. Cac.). Old rose shaded golden bronze yellow.
THE U. S. A. (Hyb. Cactus). Large, deep orange, very unusual color so hard to attain in a dahlia.

50c each; Set of 9 for $3.00
CATHERINE WILCOX (Dec.) White, petals tipped and marked carmine.
CAROLINE WINTGEN (Dec.). Pale cream, tinted to a pink, overlaid carmine.
GAY PARIE (Cac.). Golden bronze, suffused red.
HALLOWELENI (Dec.). Color a light cream overcast with pink and orange bronze.
MEPHISTOPHELES (Dec.). A grand large vivid scarlet flower, each petal tinged maroon.
MRS. LILLIAN WALKER (Dec.). Large pale amber, yellow bronze and white overlaid.
PACIFIC GLORY (Dec.). Lovely shade of pink with slight cream shadings.
RAINBOW (Dec.). An unusual color, old gold suffused Oriental red; large and perfect.
STUNNER (Dec.). A large canary yellow of fine form and good stem.

40c each; Any 12 for $3.75
A. C. LAWRENCE (Hyb. Cactus). A delicate shade of pink.
AMUN RA (Dec.). The outer petals are a gorgeous shade of copper and orange, shading to gold and amber.
BASHFUL GIANT (Dec.). Large buff shaded to bronze.
BEN WILSON (Dec.). Orange red, tipped yellow.
CALIFORNIA ENCHANTRESS (Hyb. Cactus). A delightful shade of rose pink, blended with white.
CHAMPAGNE (Dec.). Golden champagne and chamois.
DR. FLOOD (Dec.). Large purple with double notched petals of rose pink tinted white.
DR. MARSHALL HOWE (Dec.). Large light pink, full to center.
ELSIE OLIVER (Hyb. Cac.). Large creamy pink, very delicate.
ETHEL F. T. SMITH (Hyb. Cactus). Huge blooms of a creamy yellow, shading to lemon at center.
F. W. FELLOWS (Cactus). Bronze-red.
GLADYS SHERWOOD (Hyb. Cactus). Extra large cream white, very deep and full to center, having long, wide, satiny, pointed petals, that glisten in the sun.

LAKE ERIE (Dec.). Large deep scarlet.

LAURINE (Cactus). Large, deep pink, good stems.

MERITORIOUS (Dec.). Yellow ground, shading to orange buff with white tips, suffused golden sheen.

MR. CROWLEY (Dec.). Salmon pink, base of petals shaded yellow.

MRS. WILLIAM SLOCOMBE (Dec.). A large cream yellow.

PAUL MICHAEL (Dec.). An immense flower of bright apricot with bronze shadings.

PRIDE OF CALIFORNIA (Dec.). Medium red, blooming on long, stiff stems, well erect above the foliage.

ROSA NELL (Dec.). A clear, bright rose, which attracts instant attention.

ROSE MAWR (Dec.). Lovely shade of deep rose-pink flowers of fair size on long stems.

THE MILLIONAIRE (Dec.) This is one of the largest, a delicate lavender pink.

WM. SLOCOMBE (Dec.). Large pure cream yellow, extra good.

35c each; Set of 14 for $3.50

ALEX WALDIE (Dec.). Cream ground overlaid with a delicate salmon pink.

BILLY BURKE (Hyb. Cactus). Large, attractive, pale lemon, slightly tinged with pink.

BONNIE BRAE (Dec.). Cream, shaded blush pink. A true decorative form, immense size.

CHIEFTAIN (Dec.). A fine large decorative, deep wine shaded to purple.

EDNA SPENCER (Hyb. Cactus). Cream, white shaded pink overlaid purple.

GEORGE WALTERS (Hyb. Cactus). A most wonderful bloomer, always produces a large flower. Color a salmon rose shaded silvery pink.

JUDGE PARKER (Dec.). Golden buff.

MRS. CHARLES SHERBROOK (Cactus). Large incurved cactus of a scarlet shade with reverse of old gold.

MRS. W. E. ESTES (Dec.). This is a large white decorative, has good stems and flowers of quality.
**PINK LADY (Dec.)**. The outer petals are rose pink, passing to white at center.

**PURPLE MANITOU (Dec.)**. Royal purple.

**SNOWDRIFT (Hyb. Cactus)**. A dwarf growing dahlia. Pure white, stems long and stiff.

**ST. FRANCIS (Dec.)**. Soft cream with overcast of pink.

**WORLD’S WONDER (Dec.)**. A large clear golden salmon. The flowers are erect on long stems.

25c each; Set of 18 for $4.00

**AZALIA (Dec.)**. A large and beautiful dahlia; soft creamy yellow with apricot shadings.

**BERTHA STOREY (Dec.)**. A delicate deep pink of large size, on good long stems.

**CYNTHEA (Dec.)**. A delicate pink, overlaid cream.

**DAKOTA (Dec.)**. Free blooming tango red.

**DR. TEVIS (Dec.)**. Salmon rose, suffused with gold shadings, apricot center; flowers large on long stems.

**F. C. BURNS (Dec.)**. A lovely shell pink of striking form on good stems.

**F. L. MILLIS (Hyb. Cactus)**. Beautiful large deep pink, overlaid carmine-rose.

**FANTASTIQUE (Hyb. Cactus)**. Petals twisted, color deep mahogany, splashed carmine.

**HELENE (Dec.)**. Beautiful shade of pink tinted white with carmine edging.

**MADONNA (Dec.)**. A large white, each petal shaded to pearl with slight pink markings.

**MARYAN (Dec.)**. The color is a rich shade of copper overlaid with gold and amber shadings.

**MRS. DAVIDSON (Hyb. Show)**. Large, deep royal purple, flowers on long stiff stems.

**MRS. CARL SALBACH (Dec.)**. A decorative dahlia of large size and perfect form. The color is an attractive shade of mauve pink, stems long and erect.

**PRIDE OF NEW HAVEN (Dec.)**. Pale buff, shaded to cream, pink cast.

**SANTA CRUZ (Dec.)**. Yellow, overlaid orange, striped red. Good exhibition flower.

**SCOTTISH CHIEF (Dec.)**. Pure amber, bronze tinged with slight markings of white.

**SUNBEAM (Dec.)**. This dahlia has a fern leaf foliage, flowers large and free; color a rich red, tips of petals old gold.
WASHINGTON CITY (Hyb. Cactus). A gigantic pure white on extra long stems, the immense flowers well above the foliage.

20c each; Set for $2.00

DREER’S WHITE (Show). Large pure white; excellent bloomer. Fine for garden.

ELSIE DAVIDSON (Show). The very freest lemon yellow dahlia in this type.

GRAND DUCHESS MARIE (Giant Show). Large rich buff, overlaid orange, back petals pink.

IMMENSE (Dec.). Deep crimson, overlaid carmine rose.

INGRESS (Cac.). Deep purple, straight pointed petals.

SISTER THREISSA (Dec.). A beautiful shade of cream, base of each petal is yellow.

SOUV. DE GUSTAVE DOAZON (Dec.). Enormous brick red; flowers freely well above foliage.

THE EAGLE (Hyb. Cactus). Large broad petaled cactus with full center, creamy yellow.

WHANG SHANG (Hyb. Cactus). Deep salmon pink, overcast bronze, light shadings at tips of petals.

WHITE COLOSE (Dec.). Pure white decorative.

W. W. POLLAMUS (Dec.). Buff, shaded to pink; profuse bloomer.

YD-4 (Dec.). Large white, tipped and overcast purple, long stem.

PEONY DAHLIAS

35c each; 6 for $1.50; 12 for $3.00

CREATION—Salmon rose, slightly tinged with white.

CARDINAL MERCIER—Large deep pink.

DR. P. FRANCIS WALKER—Pale rose, shaded light pink, overcast with yellow.

DR. TAYLOR—Deep pink, splashed cream, rolling petals.

EXQUISITE—Large orange, with velvety petals.

GEISHA—Striking red and yellow, well known variety.

GLORY OF HOLLAND—Deep pink, overlaid rose.

LIBERTY—One of the best deep red.

MAD DIMONT BIJSTEIN—Delicate lilac mauve.

PURITY—As its name implies, pure white.

PEG OF MY HEART—A clear old rose.

QUEEN ESTHER—Light yellow, deeply shaded pink.

TEKIA—Rich dark red, very large.
SINGLE DAHLIAS
25c each; Set of 10 for $2.00

AUTUMN QUEEN—Large pure tango shade.
BRIDE—Beautiful pure gloss white.
HOME SWEET HOME—Rose pink edged carmine.
BLACK BIRD—Dark velvety red.
MRS. J. FORBES—Large deep red, tipped carmine rose.
OPALESENCE—Clear tango, shaded silver and rose.
PARABLE—Rich purple, each petal tipped white.
PINK DANDY—Large clear pink.
PURPLE QUEEN—Rich purple, shaded red.
SENSATION—Scarlet, striped and tipped white.

COLLARETTE DAHLIAS
20c each; Set of 5 for 90c

DIRECTOR RENE GIRARD—Rich purple, shaded lighter, white collar.
J. W. DAVIDSON—Deep red, overlaid carmine and pink, white collar.
LOUIS BLACKMAN—Cardinal, tinted white, with white collar.
PINK BEAUTY—Pure clear pink with white collar.
THE QUEEN—Clear white and fringed collar.

POMPON DAHLIAS
50c each; Set of 13, $5.00

DARK EYE—Dark red with yellow eye.
DUSKY BABE—Small rich crimson.
DARKNESS—Very deep red.
FIREFLY—Light orange red.
GUS EM WEIM—Chocolate; quilled petals.
HILDA SEARLE—Bright orange, tinged deeper.
J. J. KYNN—Small deep orange.
LITTLE FRED—Small deep rose pink.
LITTLE BEESWING—Small yellow, tipped cherry red.
NEATNESS—Pale lemon, tinged pink.
NERISSA—Small rosy pink.
MADALINE—Pale yellow, edged purple.
MAID OF ATHENS—Light purple.

35c each; Set of 10, $3.00

BELL OF SPRINGFIELD—Small brick red.
CHALLENGER—Red shaded cream and pink.
EUNICE—Small lavender and white.
IMPERIAL—Dark purple, very desirable flower.
JAROSTOSKY—Yellow and orange.
JESSICA—Amber and yellow blended white.
LITTLE HERMAN—Red white tips.
MARS—Bright red.
MARY CLIFF—Deep Maroon.

20c each; Set of 14 for $2.50
BRUNETTE—Red and white petals, tipped red.
DOUGLASS TUCKER—Yellow, slightly tipped orange.
FERN LEAF BEAUTY—Red and white, fern leaf foliage.
HENRETTA—Yellow, crimson tips.
LITTLE BESSIE—Buff, tipped pink.
LITTLE JENNIE—Pure yellow.
MINNIE RICHARDS—White, slightly tipped pink.
MABLE—Pale pink, slightly shaded deeper.
ORIANA—Rose purple.
PINK BEAUTY—Deep pink.
PHOEBE—Primrose and scarlet.
SNOWCLAD—Pure white.
VERDIA FLORA—Real green pompon dahlia.
WHITE ASTER—Snow white.

10c each; Set of 9, 75c
A. D. LIVONI—Rose pink.
ALWINE—White, lavender tips.
ARCHILLES—Pale pink.
BRIDESMAID—Pale cream.
GOLDEN QUEEN—Golden yellow.
HELEN LAMBERT—Pale yellow, carmine tips.
KLEIM GRETCHEN—Orange and buff.
LITTLE BEAUTY—Bright pink.
LITTLE BOBBY—Rich purple.

SPECIAL GLADIOLI COLLECTIONS
GRAND EXHIBITION—100 assorted from named varieties
1½" or better in size for, $6.00
CHOICE EXHIBITION—100 assorted from standard named
varieties, $5.00
GARDEN SPECIAL—100 assorted (1½" size), $4.00
(50c extra for Parcel Post Delivery per 100)
DAHLIA SEED, large package, $0.50